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By Sophie Mustoe-Playfair SaLT
There is a plethora of apps available for your smart phone to enable you to support your children. When it
comes to SLCN this is just as true (especially if you are willing to pay for them) but how do you know which
apps will be suitable for your child? We asked our Speech and Language Therapist Sophie Mustoe-Playfair to
try out some of the free SLCN apps on the market.

Kids Story Builder

My PlayHome

Chatterpix Kids

(Free) – available on Android

(Lite version free, full version £2.99)

(Free) – available on Apple and Android

– available on Apple and Android

• What is it?

• What is it?

Kids Story Builder is a storyboarding
app which is full of potential for
various Speech and Language
Therapy tasks. You can take your
own pictures, sequence them,
and record a spoken message to
accompany each picture.

• What is it?

• Who is it for?

• Who is it for?

There’s something for everyone
here! This app could be useful
and appropriate for anyone from
EYFS to KS3. Kids Story Builder
uses photos taken by the user, so
there’s no real upper age limit for
users to enjoy this app. The app is
suitable for younger children too,
since it is up to the user to make
the content.

This one is probably more suitable
for a younger audience – EYFS
and KS1 pupils are likely to enjoy
exploring the playhouse and recreating familiar sequences of play.

• What is it good for?
There are plenty of potential
applications. The app would be
a brilliant way to explore any
expressive
language
target,
allowing
you
to
personalise
activities and discuss actions
and events that are relevant and
meaningful to the child you’re
working with. There’s scope to
work on building and extending
sentences, sequencing events,
using tenses and connectives, and
narrative skills. You could also use
this for making highly personalised
visual timetables, or for developing
social stories.

A virtual doll’s house with scope
for lots of receptive and expressive
language activities. Users can
explore a house and carry out a
range of activities with the items they
find – they can even blow bubbles!

• What is it good for?
This is a great source of inspiration
for generating all sorts of expressive
language and listening activities. You
could use this to practise following
instructions, and progress towards
longer instructions with multiple
parts and sequences. There’s lots
of functional, everyday vocabulary
to explore and you could use this
to practise building and extending
sentences - acting something
out and then describing it using
target grammatical structures or
vocabulary (or make this a listening
activity by describing an action
for the child to act out). You could
work on understanding and using
prepositions by hiding objects
around the house, or work on
understanding and using pronouns
by animating the different characters.
If this kind of activity appeals to the
child you’re working with then you
will surely have lots to talk about.

Chatterpix is an uncomplicated
mash-up of photography and
voice recording – you take a photo
of anything you like, draw on a
mouth, and record something for
your DIY animation to say. Watch
all of the inanimate objects in your
classroom come to life!
• Who would it appeal to?
All sorts of children from EYFS
to KS2 are likely to find this app
entertaining – and more importantly
motivating – for at least a little
while, so it’s a worthwhile addition
to your therapy repertoire.
• What is it good for?
Chatterpix is motivating. It’s a
simple app, which means it’s easy
to use and generally reliable, and
kids will find it funny. You could
use this alongside almost any
expressive language activity to
encourage talking and practice
the child’s target skills. It could
also be useful as a resource for
practising thinking of other peoples’
perspectives if you’re working on
social skills.

Listening underpins all language
development and social interaction.
Many children starting school find
it hard to share attention, play
independently, wait for their turn
and follow an adult’s lead. This
affects their learning but also their
ability to make and maintain social

relationships and play appropriately
with others. Children who find
listening
challenging
can
be
demanding of adult attention. They
can also impact on other children’s
learning by distracting them or
interrupting the lesson.

Our experience has shown that,
given the appropriate intervention,
children can successfully learn to
listen. Developing a whole school
approach means that, once children
have learned what ‘good listening’
means, they are encouraged to use
these skills throughout the day.

What is good listening?
Poor listeners often don’t present in the same way
because listening isn’t just one skill. Saying ‘I need
you to listen’ is not enough because children do not
always understand what this means. Being explicit
about the specific behaviour needed helps children
to understand what they need to do, and why it
helps them to listen is why we devised our rules:
There are four different behaviours that children need to
learn in order to be a good listener:

1. Looking at the person who is talking
This is a rule for life. Looking at the person who is talking
will help children; in the classroom, at job interviews and
when meeting new people and making friends.

3. Sitting still
This is a controversial rule and it is certainly true that
some children find it easier to sit still than others.
However, young children typically have single channelled
attention and need to look in order to listen. When they
are fidgeting they are distracted by what they are looking
at or playing with and so find it hard to focus on what an
adult is saying. Practising sitting still in a motivating and
positive way will help them to experience success at it
and find it easier in future.

4. Listening to ALL of the words
The important bit of this rule is ‘all’. Learning to listen all
the way to the end of your words will help children avoid
making simple mistakes and will save you time.

2. Staying quiet so that everyone can listen
Teaching children the importance of this rule has the
biggest impact in any classroom. Children cannot talk and
listen at the same time! There has been a huge rise in the
amount of background noise that children are exposed
to which means that they are used to talking at the same
time as someone else. They have become desensitised to
it and may need to be explicitly taught that staying quiet
helps everyone to listen.

How to develop a whole
school approach:
•E

valuate Children’s Listening
before and after intervention
using the Listening Rating
Scale – This is a quick and easy
tool that enables staff to more
objectively evaluate the listening
of the children in their class and
identify specific patterns of poor
listening in their pupils. Evaluating
a whole class takes 15 – 20
minutes and allows schools to
demonstrate the impact of their
intervention.
•E
xplicitly teach the rules of
good listening - The ‘Teaching
Children to Listen’ approach
enables you to deliver a specific
intervention
over
6
weekly
sessions to teach the listening
rules and motivate children
to follow them throughout the
school day. Each session lasts
about 45 minutes and includes

In our experience, most children, especially at Primary
age, want to please the adults that they work with.
Once you have taught children these four rules then
you all have a shared expectation of what good
listening means and you can give them specific
praise when you see them following a listening rule
successfully.

an activity specifically designed
to teach each rule. Schools we
have worked with report that
the greatest impact has been
achieved when intervention is
carried out with all classes at the
same time so that all children are
aware of the expectations and
teachers know what children are
able to achieve.
•U
se your knowledge of what
children are capable of –
Remind them of good listening
that you have seen; photos are a
great way of reminding children
of what the target behaviour is.
Remind children of the great
behaviour you have seen them
do. E.g. “You know that fantastic
sitting you did in the bubbles
game? Can you show me the
same great sitting now on the
carpet while we do phonics?”
•W
 ork with parents – Many
parents are aware that their
children can find it hard to

focus but are not sure how
to help. Both of the ‘Teaching
Children to Listen’ books include
information that you can share
with parents on why listening
is such an important skill. The
Early Years book also contains
games the parents can try with
children at home. One of the
most helpful things has been to
show parents what great listening
their children can do when the
expectations are explicit. We
have sometimes finished our
6 week listening intervention
with a special listening group
with
parents
as
guests.
And finally….
When listening goes wrong it
affects all of the things we try to
achieve in school. However, we
have found a small amount of
targeted intervention can achieve
positive changes very quickly.

What?

JOIN OUR EXCITING
NEW PROJECT!
Would your school like a bumper package of speech
and language resources worth over £300?
We are looking for schools in Scotland, Northern Ireland,
Wales & England who have not previously used Infant Language
Link to test our new language screening assessment for Reception/
P1.
As a thank you we will send your school a bundle of printed
speech and language resources worth over £300 and a £50 off
voucher, which can be used against any of our support packages.

FREE SLCN resources
worth £300
Slow Down
Check listening

Slow Down

Good Looking

Use natural pauses between phrases
rather than saying each word slowly.
Use good listening rules to help children
break down listening into core skills of
good sitting, good looking and good
thinking.

• Use natural pauses
Break instructions down intoNegatives
Lessbetween
is more
phrases rather
single steps.
than
saying each word slowly.
• Slow your own speech to enable the
child
to keep
Avoid
introducing too many new words or
up with you. Keep it simple
concepts in the same lesson.
• Encourage children to look at you when
you are
Give
Extra time
the child time to answer
speaking.
Following
• Avoid standing in front of a window
(count to 10).
as this
will
Instructions
throw your face into shadow.

Repeat Repeat

• Begin with ‘no’ and ‘not’ plus
a noun or verb e.g animal with
no tail/ has no
shoes; which one is not running/a
• Place emphasis on the negatives fruit.
• Use positive language to correct e.g. the boy is NOT running.
behaviour e.g, say ‘walk’ rather
‘don’t run’.
than

Get the repeating habit!

• Speak in a clear
Repeat
voice to provide a good model.
• Encourage the child to look at your
face when
you’re talking.
Check as you go Check understanding by asking pupils to
• Give pupils extra time when talking
Extra time
as itshow
is veryyou or tell you what has
to be done
Question
hard to use new sounds at first.
s
Junior Harder Level
• Give the child time to answer (count before attempting a task.
to 10).
Use
maps to show topic overviews
• Give the childContext
Reminders
reminders to use new sounds visual
in
and provide
their talking.
a context.
• Use a hand cue
Visual
such asCues
cued articulationUse
pictures, cue cards, visual timetables
to help
remind the pupils to use new sounds.
and task management boards.
One at a time • Work on introducing one new sound atDon’t
a time.forget to use your hands when
• Use a chart to show staff and pupils
which
child!is
talking
focussing on which sound.
Positive
• Provide someBe
Feedback
feedback for the child. Try to tell the pupils what you do want
• Start by repeating back the error, e.g. them to do instead of what you
don’t
‘is it a bider?
• Encourage the child to listen to their want them to do.
Verb
own speech
and work out what was wrong, e.g. ‘didDon’t
that put your work in the Tenses
finished tray
sound right?’
Leave your work on your table
• If you can’t understand ask the child
Be creative
to show you
or provide alternatives, e.g. ‘Do you mean
lunch
box or book bag?’
Verbal
reasoning
Model speech • Gently model speech back to him or her,
e.g. Child: ‘bid dar’.
Teacher: ‘A big car? Yes it is a big car’.
It is important to repeat back the child’s
utterance
once you have understood as it shows
that the
message has been conveyed successfully.
Pronouns

Be Clear

Footwear

Noctu
anim rnal
als
Animals
live in tr that
ees

Link with
parents
LL Top Ten Tips poster outline.indd
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• Use home/school notebook or check
with parents
for news so that you have an idea what
he or she
might be telling you, e.g. at circle time.
• Find out names of family, friends, pets,
etc. so that
you can understand who the child is talking
about.

pips
Fruit with es
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w
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ShopsAssociation /

Vocabulary skills
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Vegetables
you peel
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Key Points/Strategies
• Work with objects and experiences
before introducing pictures e.g.
PE work on position concepts
during
on, in and under.
• Use a wide range of toys and
familiar objects.
• Work on one concept at a
time e.g. ‘big’ and ‘not big’ rather
than big and
little.
• Be aware meanings can change
according to context e.g. a cat
is big
comparison to a mouse but small
when compared to an elephant. in
• Work on concept vocabulary
is as
• Work on concepts in the followingmany different contexts as possible.
order:
• Size - big and little
• Position words - on, in and
under
• Same and different
• Time words

• Make sure child is listening
before giving an instruction.
• Begin with one instruction
at a time.
• Give the child enough time
to process the instruction (10
second rule).
• Repeat instruction emphasising
key words.
• Be aware of the number of
information carrying words that
the child can
understand.
• Check understanding as you
go by asking the child to tell you
or show you.
Avoid asking if the child has understood.
• Ask questions in context to
support understanding.
• Work on one question word
at a time.
• Start with who, what and where
before working on when, why
• Give the
or how.
child enough
Copyright
©2016 time
to
process
Big Leap Resources
the question (10 second
• Use signs and symbols to
support understanding of question rule).
words.
• Use colour coding (refer to
Language Link website – working
with pupils/
visual support).

Electrical
things

Examples of General Equipment
and Language
Target Words
Link
(LL) resources

Big, little
Tall, short, long
Wet, dry
Happy, sad
Same, different

• PE Equipment
• Pictures and Photos
• LL Concept Cards
• LL Prepositions Cards
• LL Picture Sequences

Position words:
on, in, under
behind, in front of
next to, beside, by
over, above
below, between

• LL Like / don’t like Cards
• LL Poor Joe Cards
• LL Sam Can’t Game
• LL Why is it silly Cards

Things with
batteries

• LL Question Cards
• LL Visual Support and
Timetables
• LL Occupations Cards
• LL Occupation Equipment
Cards
• LL When do we Game
• LL Why because Cards
• LL Why is it silly Cards
• LL Category Cards
• Use Colour Coding

h
s wit
Thinggines
Things
en
come in that
pa
irs
Th•inLL gs
Parts
Sequencing Pictures
to
with spacdo
Things that
of a plane
e
move slowly
Hot weather
• Why?
in
kept Pictures
• LL Sequencing
Things
• Because
Seas or
• LL Why because Cards
clothes
• How did?
• LL Why is it silly Cards
bottles
• What happened?
oceans
• What will happen next?
to
Names
of
Words e
• Use modelling toib
flowers
the correct pronoun.
escr emphasise
• Check
dunderstandin
g during reading activities.
/I
Bedroom •• Me
• LL Pronoun Pictures
• Correct errors through
u
o
We / us
repetition e.g. child ‘him go there,
y
• Books
e • You
adult itur
he goes
‘that’s right
ow
furn
hthere’.
• Boy / girl dolls
• Work on reference pronouns
trees
• He / she/ they
of play
s world
she, him, her, they, I, me, we)
• Small
me
possessive pronouns
before
move(his; her/s;(he,their/s;
• His / her/ them Na
my; mine)
Our
Hairy •• Mine
• Your
Th
Family
th
names
in
in
gs
• Plan ahead. Teach new topic
gs
you find
vocabulary before the child will
•beginn
need to use it.
Use the same word in lots of
at a • ha
different
ing with
LL Association
Mcontexts and sentence
• Use lots of repetition and
constructions.
irdrePictures
explain links between words
• LL The Language
ssGame
or ideas.
• Give the child extra time to
er ’s
formulate
• LL Naming Game
• Try to reduce anxiety by encouraging responses.
Barb
ecue
• LL Category Cards
the information.
of conveying
olcuese.g. gesture and other means food
to
• Encouragede
n
beginning
Countries
the
child
to
self
of the first sound.
Garsemantic linking activities tothink
• Practise
help the child categorise and
links and associations.
make
with A
Water sp
Names
orts
of
rivers

Dairy prod

ucts

• Begin practically with present
tense verbs e.g. run/hop/walk
.
• Highlight actions as they occur
naturally in the classroom e.g.
you are
writing / look, John is reading.
• Emphasise key words and
endings
• Teach regular past tense before e.g. Samir is walking, Katie walked.
irregular.
• Introduce future tense once
the child has fully mastered past
and present.
• Work through examples in
context to enable understandin
g.
• Use key phrases in the classroom
to encourage prediction e.g.
happen next?
what will
• Allow time for processing (10
second rule).
• Highlight the context or topic.

How long?

That’s it?

• Simon says using target words
e.g. no, not
• Like / don’t like game: Roll
a
dice and children have to name
that number of things they like
or don’t like

• Listening Games
• LL Colour Me Pictures
• General Classroom Equipment
• LL Picture Sequences

• Who?
• What?
• Where?
• What doing?
• When?
• What like?
• Why?
• How?

Each month
between January &
December 2020.

Activities
• Simon says ; in/on/under
• Hide and Seek
• Obstacle courses
• Barrier games

Time words:
First, last
Before, after
• No
• Not
• Can’t
• Don’t
• Won’t
• Didn’t

When?

Just 60 minutes
per month, per
class of 30.

Language
in the Classroom

Area of
Language
Concepts

Use our language
screener with your
Reception children.

• Barrier games
• Obstacle courses
• Circle time activities
• Shopping games
• PE
• Cooking

• Feely boxes
• Fishing games
• Sorting boxes
• Speaking & Listening sessions
• Circle time
• Picture sequencing
• Story time – use clear acetate
over a picture then circle
the part of the picture that
contains the answer to the
question.
• News activities – use colour
coded question cards
• On class displays use colour
coded questions.
• Shopping games
• Sequencing activities
• Story time
• Role play

• Investigation and outside work
• Cause and effect toys e.g. push
button/wind up/flashing
• Cooking
• Art & Craft
• Exploratory play
• Story time
• He / She fishing activities
• Dressing up
• Sorting clothes
• Circle time games
• Barrier games
• He / she went to market

• Use a structured approach
to introduce new vocabulary.
When introducing new words
provide clear definitions and lots
of experience of how the word
sounds and looks.
- What is it used for (function)
- Where do you find it
(location)
- What is special about it
(attribute)
- What other things are like it
(category)
Copyrig
What does the word sound / ht ©2016 Big
look
Leap Res
like. You could match the word
ources
shape or clap out the rhythm
of
the word.

Yes! Your resources
will be sent upon
completion of the
project.

For more details and to register your interest please visit
www.speechandlanguage.info/volunteer
www.spe echl ink.i nfo
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Produced in
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with the Specialist
Teaching Service,
Bridgend
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Pocket Pack – Rhyme Time
£13.00+VAT

54 LAMINATED CARDS,
2 SUGGESTED GAMES
Improve phonological processing
skills detecting and producing
rhyming words.

Pocket Pack – Syllables
£13.00 +VAT

53 LAMINATED CARDS,
3 SUGGESTED GAMES.
Practise breaking words into
syllables to support speech and
literacy development.

The Naming Game Pack
£25+VAT

4 LAMINATED GAME A3 BOARDS,
DICE AND COUNTERS
Our best-selling vocabulary games. Use them to
encourage children to name things in categories.
Games are presented at four different levels.

Pocket Pack – Describe
£13.00+VAT
56 LAMINATED CARDS
Develop description skills using
these amusing cards. Use two
cards together to extend the
child’s ability to compare and
contrast.

Pocket Pack – Categories
£13.00+VAT

53 LAMINATED CARDS,
3 SUGGESTED GAMES
Encourage children to see links
between words to help boost
vocabulary skills with these
colourful category pictures.

Early Language Homework
£30+VAT
46 A4 PRINTED PHOTOCOPIABLE SHEETS
Each game targets essential early
language skills including listening,
memory, early social skills, concept
vocabulary, questions words, following
instructions and vocabulary skills.
Use these games to encourage
home practice.
(single site licence only)

Pocket Pack – Associate
£13.00+VAT
54 LAMINATED CARDS,
2 SUGGESTED GAMES.
Develop vocabulary skills
with these linking games.

We invoice schools!

Customer Name:
School Name:
Invoice Address:
Email:

Telephone:

Purchase Order Number (if applicable):		

Date:

Invoice Me

Payment Enclosed

Or order/pay online at www.speechandlanguage.info

Product Description

Unit Price

Unit Price
incl VAT

Pocket Pack – Rhyme Time

£13.00

£15.60

Pocket Pack – Syllables

£13.00

£15.60

Listening Homework

£25.00

£30.00

Sound Homework

£25.00

£30.00

Sound Squares

£30.00

£36.00

Sound Squares Blends

£15.00

£18.00

Minimal Pairs Squares

£30.00

£36.00

Pocket Pack – Associate

£13.00

£15.60

Pocket Pack – Describe

£13.00

£15.60

Pocket Pack – Categories

£13.00

£15.60

The Naming Game Pack

£25.00

£30.00

Early Language Homework

£30.00

£36.00

Creative Board Game Pack

£30.00

£36.00

SLCN Poster

£8.00

£9.60

Poster Pack

£13.00

£15.60

SLCN Sticker Pack

£8.00

£9.60

Quantity

Total

£3.50

£4.20

Speech Resources

Language Resources

Classroom Resources

Special Offers
Pocket Pack complete set of all five packs (saving £5) £60.00

£72.00

Speech Resources Bundle (saving £20)

£130.00

£156.00

Language Resources Bundle (saving £9.50)

£80.00

£96.00

Complete Resources Bundle (saving £30)

£274.00

£328.80

UK Postage
TOTAL

Thank you for your order.
Products will be posted on receipt of payment.
Speech Link Multimedia Ltd, Canterbury Innovation Centre, University Road, Canterbury, Kent, CT2 7FG
Tel: 0333 577 0784
Fax: 01227 811834
Email: office2@speechlink.co.uk

